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1 Project Requirements
This project concerned the simulation of the quadratic interest rate model. The given project
requirements were :
1. Simulate the short term rate r(t).
2. Compute the corresponding bond price.
3. Compute the price of a European call option on the simulated bond price.
4. Compare the simulated call price with the closed form formulas given by Jamshidian, 1996.
The simulation was to be done using Monte Carlo methods. No variance reduction techniques were
required for this project. It was suggested that 1000 simulations, a maximum time horizon of 10 years
and a time step of 1 month should be used in the simulations.
The following literature was issued along with the project brief :
Jamshidian, F., Bond, futures and option evaluation in the quadratic interest rate model, Applied
Mathematical Finance, Vol. 3, 1996, pp. 93-115.
Glasserman, P., Monte Carlo Methods in Financial Engineering, Springer Verlag, July 2003, pp.
124, 132-133.
James, J., Webber, N., Interest Rate Modelling, John Wiley & Sons, 1st Edition, January 2000,
Chapter 9.3.2 pp. 229-231.
Note that the relative efficiencies of the computer algorithms developed have not been considered in the
project. Calibration of short rate model constants to match the term structure implied by observed zero
coupon bond prices has not been included.
Please see attached CD with Excel simulation files :
Rebel_NM2P_CIR_MC_Simulation.xls
Rebel_NM2P_QUAD_MC_Simulation.xls
The CD also includes electronic copies of the issued literature and other related documents.
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2 Short Rate Simulation Notation

Bond prices
P(T0,T1) = ?
P(T0,T2) = ?

Bond prices
P(T1,T1) = 1
P(T1,T2) = ?

Bond price
P(T2,T2) = 1
rn

r(t)
rm
r0

T0
i=0

T1
i=m

T2
i=n

t

Figure 1 - General notation used in the short rate simulation, ri, is the simulated short rate for each time point i.

Figure 1 shows the realisation of a short rate, r(t), based on a single random path. Using the general
short rate notation shown in Figure 1, the price of a zero coupon bond with a face value of 1 which
matures at time T2, viewed at time T1, is :
T2

P (T 1, T 2) =

Exp ( − ∫ r (t ) dt )

≅

Exp (− ∆t ∑ i = m ri )
n −1

T1

Similarly, the price of a zero coupon bond with a face value of 1 which matures at time T1, viewed at
time T0, is :
T1

P (T 0, T 1) = Exp (− ∫ r (t ) dt )

≅

Exp (− ∆t ∑ i = 0 ri )
m −1

0

For each independent random path of r(t) between T0 and T2 these two bond prices will also be random.
The price at time T0 of a European call option on the bond maturing at time T2, where the option expires
at time T1, can be written as follows:

C (0) = E[ P(T 0, T 1)] . MAX[ E[ P(T 1, T 2)] − K , 0 ]
where K is the call option strike price. This is the discounted expected terminal value of the option where
the discount factor is a bond price which is random and hence the expectation needs to be taken.
This notation is used in the Monte Carlo simulation implemented in the two Excel files :
Rebel_NM2P_CIR_MC_Simulation.xls
Rebel_NM2P_QUAD_MC_Simulation.xls
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3 Monte Carlo Simulation Workbooks
3.1 Cox Ingersoll Ross Model
In order to establish a general methodology for the Monte Carlo simulation applied in this project, a
simple Cox Ingersoll Ross model was first constructed as shown in the file :
Rebel_NM2P_CIR_MC_Simulation.xls
The results of the simulated bond prices P(T0,T1), P(T0,T2) and P(T1,T2) were compared with the
closed form solutions provided by Hull on pages 542 and 543 (Options, Futures, and Other Derivatives,
Pearson Education, Fifth Edition, 2003).
Figure 2 below shows typical input and resulting output from the workbook calculations.

Figure 2 - Sample input and output from the Rebel_NM2P_CIR_MC_Simulation.xls workbook.
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3.2 Separable Quadratic Model (with Vasicek short rate dynamics)
The general Monte Carlo simulation approach was then applied to the case of a separable, multifactor,
quadratic model as described by Jamshidian in the issued literature, Section 8, pages 104 to 106. The
assumption was made that all coefficients in the Vasicek short rate dynamics equation were constant
(i.e. not functions of time). This assumption allowed for the application of the closed form equations for
zero coupon bond prices as specified by Jamshidian on page 106. The quadratic model simulation is
contained in the workbook :
Rebel_NM2P_QUAD_MC_Simulation.xls
Figure 3 below shows typical input and output values for a 4 factor, separable quadratic model
simulation.

Figure 3 - Sample input and output from the Rebel_NM2P_QUAD_MC_Simulation.xls workbook.

Careful examination of the Jamshidian closed form bond price equations under the separable multifactor
quadratic model on page 108 revealed that there is a mistake in the 1996 paper. The equation for h_tau
has "... + gamma + beta)" which is incorrect, it should be "... + gamma - beta)". This makes a significant
difference to the results as h_tau is used extensively in the other linked equations. With this correction
made, the simulated Monte Carlo bond prices match the closed form Jamshidian prices as shown in
Figure 3.
Jamshidian’s closed form equation for h_tau on page 108 was compared with the James / Webber
Equation 9.68 which is the same as Jamshidian's B_t1_T2 containing h_tau. This revealed the error in
the sign of beta.
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4 Description of Functions Developed
4.1 Cox Ingersoll Ross Model
The following functions are contained in the Main module of the file:
Rebel_NM2P_CIR_MC_Simulation.xls

Function Call_on_zero_bond_CIR(r0, K, alpha, b, sigma, n, m, dt, num_sims)
This is a function for pricing of a European call option on a zero coupon bond with a face value of 1
where the bond matures at time T2 and the call option matures at time T1, T1 < T2. In the discrete time
framework, T1 is denoted by m*dt and T2 by n*dt where m < n. This implementation uses the CIR short
rate dynamics as specified in Glasserman page 120, Equation 3.62 (Monte Carlo Methods in Financial
Engineering, Springer Verlag, July 2003). The function returns the value of the call and the three zero
coupon bond prices : P_T0_T1, P_T0_T2, P_T1_T2. It also returns the expected value of the short rate
at time T1, r(T1) = rm. The simulated r(T1) can be compared to readily available closed form solutions as
can P_T0_T2 which is not needed for the option pricing but is still calculated for completeness. Note that
the closed form value of r(T1) is required for calculating the closed form value of the bond price
P_T1_T2.
Inputs:
r0
K
alpha
b
sigma
n
m
dt
num_sims

= initial short term interest rate (decimal form %)
= strike price of the bond for option valuation (face value = 1)
= speed of mean reversion in the CIR model
= mean reversion interest rate level in the CIR model (decimal form %)
= volatility of short term interest rate (decimal form %)
= integer time steps to bond maturity (gives T2 with dt)
= integer time steps to option maturity (gives T1 with dt) note m < n
= size of the time step (years)
= number of Monte Carlo simulations

CIR short rate dynamics : dr(t) = alpha*(b - r(t))*dt + sigma*r(t)0.5*dW(t)
Outputs:
Column vector with the following scalar values :
Call option price = P_T0_T1 * MAX(P_T1_T2 - K, 0)
P_T0_T1 = price of bond maturing at T1, viewed at T0 (note that P_T1_T1 = 1)
P_T0_T2 = price of bond maturing at T2, viewed at T0 (note that P_T2_T2 = 1)
P_T1_T2 = price of bond maturing at T2, viewed at T1
Simulated value for r(T1) T1 = m*dt
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Function CIR_rtip1(alpha, b, rti, i, dt, sigma, d)
This is a function for implementation of Figure 3.5 of Glasserman, page 124 (Monte Carlo Methods in
Financial Engineering, Springer Verlag, July 2003). Note that it is used in conjunction with the function
Call_on_zero_bond_CIR(…) listed above. It simulates r(t) under CIR short rate dynamics.
This function was coded for completeness but was not used in the final implementation of the CIR Monte
Carlo simulation. It was replaced by the alternative discretisation method suggested by Glasserman on
page 133.
Inputs:
rti
alpha
b
sigma
dt
i
d

= simulated short term interest rate at time step i (decimal form %)
= speed of mean reversion in the CIR model
= mean reversion interest rate level in the CIR model (decimal form %)
= volatility of short term interest rate (decimal form %)
= size of the time step (years)
= current time step
= 4 * b * alpha / sigma2

Output:
Scalar value
rti+1

= simulated short term interest rate at time step i+1 (decimal form %)

Function P_CIR(alpha, b, rt1, sigma, t1, T2)
This function is the implementation of the CIR closed form zero coupon bond price equations from Hull
pages 542 to 543 (Options, Futures, and Other Derivatives, Fifth Edition, 2003).
Inputs:
alpha
b
rt1

= speed of mean reversion in the CIR model
= mean reversion interest rate level in the CIR model (decimal form %)
= closed form short term interest rate at time t1 (decimal form %)
= b + EXP(-alpha*t1) * (r0 - b)
Shreve: Stochastic Calculus and Finance, 6 Oct 1997, Section 15.7, Page 172

sigma
t1
T2

= volatility of short term interest rate (decimal form %)
= time at which bond price is determined (years)
= bond maturity (years)

The face value of the zero coupon bond is assumed to be 1.
CIR short rate dynamics : dr(t) = alpha*(b - r(t))*dt + sigma*r(t)0.5*dW(t)
Output:
Scalar value
P_t1_T2 = price of a zero coupon bond maturing at T2, viewed at t1
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4.2 Separable Quadratic Model (with Vasicek short rate dynamics)
The following functions are contained in the Main module of the file:
Rebel_NM2P_QUAD_MC_Simulation.xls

Function Call_on_zero_bond_QUAD(x0, K, alpha, beta, sigma, n, m, dt, num_sims, n_quad)
The function is for pricing of a European call option on a zero coupon bond where the bond matures at
time T2 and the call option matures at time T1, T1 < T2. In the discrete time framework, T1 is denoted by
m*dt and T2 by n*dt where m < n. The short rate Monte Carlo simulation is for the separable quadratic
model (with Vasicek short rate dynamics) as discussed by Jamshidian on pages 104-106 (Bond, futures
and option evaluation in the quadratic interest rate model, Applied Mathematical Finance, Vol. 3, 1996).
This implementation uses the Vasicek short rate dynamics as modified from Glasserman (Monte Carlo
Methods in Financial Engineering, Springer Verlag, July 2003) pages 108-111, Equations 3.39 and 3.46
to form factors in the quadratic model. The function returns the value of the call option and the three zero
coupon bond prices : P_T0_T1, P_T0_T2, P_T1_T2. It also returns the expected value of the short rate
at time T1, r(T1) = rm. The simulated r(T1) can be compared to readily available closed form solutions as
can P_T0_T2 which is not needed for the option pricing but is still calculated for completeness.
Inputs:
x0
K
alpha
beta
sigma
n
m
dt
num_sims
n_quad

= initial Vasicek short term interest rate (decimal form %)
= strike price of the bond for option valuation (face value = 1)
= Vasicek mean reversion interest rate level (decimal form %)
= speed of mean reversion in the Vasicek model
= volatility of Vasicek short term interest rate (decimal form %)
= integer time steps to bond maturity (gives T2 with dt)
= integer time steps to option maturity (gives T1 with dt) note m < n
= size of the time step (years)
= number of Monte Carlo simulations
= number of Vasicek factors in the separable quadratic model

Vasicek short rate dynamics : dxi(t) = ( alpha - beta*xi(t) )*dt + sigma*dW(t)
Separable quadratic model : r(t) = 0.5*[x1(t)2 + x2(t)2 + … + xn_quad(t)2]
Outputs:
Column vector with the following scalar values :
Call option price = P_T0_T1 * MAX(P_T1_T2 - K, 0)
P_T0_T1 = price of bond maturing at T1, viewed at T0 (note that P_T1_T1 = 1)
P_T0_T2 = price of bond maturing at T2, viewed at T0 (note that P_T2_T2 = 1)
P_T1_T2 = price of bond maturing at T2, viewed at T1
Simulated value for r(T1)
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Function P_QUAD(alpha, beta, sigma, n_quad, x0, t1, T2)
This function is an implementation of the separable quadratic multifactor model closed form bond price
equations given by Jamshidian (Bond, futures and option evaluation in the quadratic interest rate model,
Applied Mathematical Finance, Vol. 3, 1996, pp. 93-115). See in particular Section 8, pages 104 and
106. Note that alpha, beta and sigma are all assumed to be known constants and x0 is common for all
xi.
Inputs:
alpha
beta
sigma
n_quad
x0
t1
T2

= Vasicek mean reversion interest rate level (decimal form %)
= speed of mean reversion in the Vasicek model
= volatility of Vasicek short term interest rate (decimal form %)
= number of Vasicek factors in the separable quadratic model
= initial Vasicek short term interest rate (decimal form %)
= time at which bond price is determined (years)
= bond maturity (years)

Vasicek short rate dynamics : dxi(t) = ( alpha - beta*xi(t) )*dt + sigma*dW(t)
Separable quadratic model : r(t) = 0.5*[x1(t)2 + x2(t)2 + … + xn_quad(t)2]
Output:
Scalar value
P_t1_T2 = price of a zero coupon bond maturing at T2, viewed at t1

5 VBA Program Module Listings
The following pages contain the two Main VBA modules with the functions described in the previous
section. The listing for Rebel_NM2P_CIR_MC_Simulation.xls is given first followed by the code for
Rebel_NM2P_QUAD_MC_Simulation.xls.
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' Rebel_NM2P_CIR_MC_Simulation.xls
' Gerhard Rebel
Option Explicit
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'

----------------------------------------------------------------------------Pricing of a call on a zero coupon bond where the bond matures at time T2 and
the call option matures at time T1, T1 < T2. In the discrete framework, T1 is
denoted by m*dt and T2 by n*dt where m < n.
This implementation uses the CIR short rate dynamics as specified in
Glasserman Page 120, Equation 3.62
Monte Carlo Methods in Financial Engineering, Springer Verlag, July 2003
The function returns the value of the call and the three zero coupon bond
prices : P_T0_T1, P_T0_T2, P_T1_T2
It also returns the expected value of the short rate at time T1, r(T1) = r(m)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Function Call_on_zero_bond_CIR(r0, K, alpha, b, sigma, n, m, dt, num_sims)
Dim i As Integer

' loop counter, time steps

Dim j As Integer

' loop counter, Monte Carlo simulations

Dim i_count

' loop counter, for simulation of r(t), see Glasserman Page 133

Dim P_T0_T1_sum, P_T0_T2_sum, P_T1_T2_sum
Dim r_val_T1_sum

' summation of all the simulated r(m) = r(T1) values

Dim exp_T0_T1, exp_T1_T2

' note that exp_T0_T2 = exp_T0_T1 + exp_T1_T2

Dim P_T0_T1, P_T0_T2, P_T1_T2
Dim r_val_T1

' summation of all the simulated bond prices

' expected values for all bond price simulations

' expected value for all the r(m) = r(T1) simulations

Dim Z

' std normal random variable

Dim d

' see Glasserman Page 133

' check that m < n

i.e. T1 < T2

If m >= n Then
m = n - 1
MsgBox ("Note: m has been adjusted automatically to n - 1 = " & m)
End If
ReDim r_val(0 To n - 1)

' simulated short rate values

ReDim Output_array(0 To 4) ' output data array
' Initialise the simulation variables
r_val_T1_sum = 0
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P_T0_T1_sum = 0
P_T0_T2_sum = 0
P_T1_T2_sum = 0
d = Int(4 * b * alpha / sigma ^ 2)

' See Glasserman Page 133

' Check relationship between alpha b and sigma
If ((d - (4 * b * alpha / sigma ^ 2)) <> 0) Then MsgBox ("Note: d is not an integer")
If ((2 * alpha * b - sigma ^ 2) <= 0) Then MsgBox ("Note: 2 * alpha * b - sigma ^ 2 should be greater than zero")
' Run the Monte Carlo simulation, j are the individual simulations
For j = 1 To num_sims
r_val(0) = r0
exp_T0_T1 = r0

' because the loop below starts at i = 1 and we need the sum to include values from i = 0

exp_T1_T2 = 0
' i are the time steps for one simulation path
For i = 1 To n - 1 ' we only need the to calculate up to the second last time point
' ----------------------------------------------------------------------------' Simulation of r(t), see Glasserman Page 133
' Monte Carlo Methods in Financial Engineering, Springer Verlag, July 2003
r_val(i) = 0
For i_count = 1 To d
Z = Application.NormSInv(Rnd) ' std normal random variable with mean = 0 and std dev = 1
r_val(i) = r_val(i) + _
(Exp(-0.5 * alpha * dt) * (r_val(i - 1) / d) ^ 0.5 + sigma / 2 * (1 / alpha * (1 - Exp(-alpha * dt))) ^ 0.5 * Z) ^ 2
Next i_count
' ----------------------------------------------------------------------------' Alternative Simulation of r(t), see Figure 3.5 of Glasserman, Page 124
' Monte Carlo Methods in Financial Engineering, Springer Verlag, July 2003
' r_val(i) = CIR_rtip1(alpha, b, r_val(i - 1), i, dt, sigma, d)
' ----------------------------------------------------------------------------If i < m Then
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exp_T0_T1 = exp_T0_T1 + r_val(i)

' summation of all the short rates from i = 0 to m-1

exp_T1_T2 = exp_T1_T2 + r_val(i)

' summation of all the short rates from i = m up to n-1

Else

End If
Next i
r_val_T1_sum = r_val_T1_sum + r_val(m)

' keep track of the value of r_val(m) = r(T1)

P_T0_T1_sum = P_T0_T1_sum + Exp(-dt * exp_T0_T1)

' summation of all the simulated P_T0_T1 bond prices

P_T0_T2_sum = P_T0_T2_sum + Exp(-dt * (exp_T0_T1 + exp_T1_T2))
P_T1_T2_sum = P_T1_T2_sum + Exp(-dt * exp_T1_T2)

' summation of all the simulated P_T0_T2 bond prices

' summation of all the simulated P_T1_T2 bond prices

Next j
' Calculate the bond prices and the short rate at T1
r_val_T1 = r_val_T1_sum / num_sims
P_T0_T1 = P_T0_T1_sum / num_sims
P_T0_T2 = P_T0_T2_sum / num_sims
P_T1_T2 = P_T1_T2_sum / num_sims

' expected value for all simulations, r(T1)
' expected value for all simulations, bond maturing T1, viewed at T0
' expected value for all simulations, bond maturing T2, viewed at T0
' P_T0_T2 is not needed for the option price calculation
' expected value for all simulations, bond maturing T2, viewed at T1

' Calculate the call option price and create the output array
Output_array(0)
Output_array(1)
Output_array(2)
Output_array(3)
Output_array(4)

=
=
=
=
=

P_T0_T1 * Application.Max(P_T1_T2 - K, 0)
P_T0_T1
P_T0_T2
P_T1_T2
r_val_T1

' discounted terminal value

Call_on_zero_bond_CIR = Application.Transpose(Output_array)
End Function
'
'
'
'
'

' Call_on_zero_bond_CIR(...)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------Implementation of Figure 3.5 of Glasserman, Page 124
Simulation of r(t) under CIR short rate dynamics
Monte Carlo Methods in Financial Engineering, Springer Verlag, July 2003
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Function CIR_rtip1(alpha, b, rti, i, dt, sigma, d)
Dim n, Z, X, c, lamda
' Note that d = 4 * b * alpha / sigma ^ 2
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If d > 1 Then
c = sigma ^ 2 * (1 - Exp(-alpha * dt)) / (4 * alpha)
lamda = rti * Exp(-alpha * dt) / c
Z = Application.NormSInv(Rnd) ' std normal random variable with mean = 0 and std dev = 1
X = Application.ChiInv(Rnd, d - 1)

' returns the inverse of the one-tailed probability of the chi-squared distribution

CIR_rtip1 = c * ((Z + lamda ^ 0.5) ^ 2 + X)
ElseIf d <= 1 Then
c = sigma ^ 2 * (1 - Exp(-alpha * dt)) / (4 * alpha)
lamda = rti * Exp(-alpha * dt) / c
n = Application.Poisson(i, lamda / 2, False)
X = Application.ChiInv(Rnd, d + 2 * n)

' returns the Poisson probability mass function, ** not sure about the i ?? **

' returns the inverse of the one-tailed probability of the chi-squared distribution

CIR_rtip1 = c * X
Else
CIR_rtip1 = rti
End If
End Function
'
'
'
'
'

' CIR_rtip1(...)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------Implementation of CIR closed form bond price equations
See Hull Page 542-543
Options, Futures, and Other Derivatives, Fifth Edition 2003
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Function P_CIR(alpha, b, rt1, sigma, t1, T2)
Dim gamma, B_t1_T2, A_t1_T2
gamma = (alpha ^ 2 + 2 * sigma ^ 2) ^ 0.5
B_t1_T2 = 2 * (Exp(gamma * (T2 - t1)) - 1) / ((gamma + alpha) * (Exp(gamma * (T2 - t1)) - 1) + 2 * gamma)
A_t1_T2 = ((2 * gamma * Exp((alpha + gamma) * (T2 - t1) / 2)) / _
((gamma + alpha) * (Exp(gamma * (T2 - t1)) - 1) + 2 * gamma)) ^ (2 * alpha * b / sigma ^ 2)
P_CIR = A_t1_T2 * Exp(-B_t1_T2 * rt1)
End Function

' P_CIR(...)
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' Rebel_NM2P_QUAD_MC_Simulation.xls
' Gerhard Rebel
Option Explicit
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'

----------------------------------------------------------------------------Pricing of a call on a zero coupon bond where the bond matures at time T2 and
the call option matures at time T1, T1 < T2. In the discrete framework, T1 is
denoted by m*dt and T2 by n*dt where m < n.
Separable quadratic model (with Vasicek short rate dynamics) see Jamshidian Pages 104-106
Bond, futures and option evaluation in the quadratic interest rate model,
Applied Mathematical Finance, Vol. 3, 1996
This implementation uses the Vasicek short rate dynamics as modified from
Glasserman Pages 108-111, Equations 3.39 and 3.46 to form factors in the
quadratic model
Monte Carlo Methods in Financial Engineering, Springer Verlag, July 2003
The function returns the value of the call and the three zero coupon bond
prices : P_T0_T1, P_T0_T2, P_T1_T2
It also returns the expected value of the short rate at time T1, r(T1) = r(m)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Function Call_on_zero_bond_QUAD(x0, K, alpha, beta, sigma, n, m, dt, num_sims, n_quad)
Dim i As Integer

' loop counter for time steps

Dim j As Integer

' loop counter for Monte Carlo simulations

Dim n_quad_count

' loop counter for factors in the separable quadratic model

Dim P_T0_T1_sum, P_T0_T2_sum, P_T1_T2_sum
Dim r_val_T1_sum

' summation of all the simulated short rate r(m) = r(T1) values

Dim exp_T0_T1, exp_T1_T2

' note that exp_T0_T2 = exp_T0_T1 + exp_T1_T2

Dim P_T0_T1, P_T0_T2, P_T1_T2
Dim r_val_T1
Dim Z

' summation of all the simulated bond prices

' expected values for all bond price simulations

' expected value for all the short rate r(m) = r(T1) simulations

' std normal random variable

' check that m < n

i.e. T1 < T2

If m >= n Then
m = n - 1
MsgBox ("Note: m has been adjusted automatically to n - 1 = " & m)
End If
ReDim r_val(0 To n - 1)

' simulated quadratic short rate values

ReDim x_val(0 To n - 1, 1 To n_quad)

' simulated Vasicek short rate values used to make up r_val
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ReDim Output_array(0 To 4) ' output data array
' Initialise the simulation variables
r_val_T1_sum = 0
P_T0_T1_sum = 0
P_T0_T2_sum = 0
P_T1_T2_sum = 0
' Run the Monte Carlo simulation, j are the individual simulations
For j = 1 To num_sims
r_val(0) = 0

' initial value for the loop

' Determine the value of r(0) given x0 and the number of factors, n_quad
For n_quad_count = 1 To n_quad
x_val(0, n_quad_count) = x0

' given constant value

r_val(0) = r_val(0) + 0.5 * x_val(0, n_quad_count) ^ 2

' see Jamshidian Page 104, Section 8

Next n_quad_count
exp_T0_T1 = r_val(0)
exp_T1_T2 = 0

' because the loop below starts at i = 1 and we need the sum to include values from i = 0

' we will start adding to this from i = m

' i are the time steps for one simulation path
For i = 1 To n - 1 ' we only need the to calculate up to the second last time point
' Simulation of r(t), see Glasserman Page 110, Equation 3.46 for the Vasicek short rate dynamics
' Monte Carlo Methods in Financial Engineering, Springer Verlag, July 2003
r_val(i) = 0

' initial value for the loop

For n_quad_count = 1 To n_quad

' i.e. factors in the separable quadratic model

Z = Application.NormSInv(Rnd) ' std normal random variable with mean = 0 and std dev = 1
x_val(i, n_quad_count) = Exp(-beta * dt) * x_val(i - 1, n_quad_count) + _
alpha / beta * (1 - Exp(-beta * dt)) + _
sigma * (1 / (2 * beta) * (1 - Exp(-2 * beta * dt))) ^ 0.5 * Z
r_val(i) = r_val(i) + 0.5 * x_val(i, n_quad_count) ^ 2

' see Jamshidian Page 104, Section 8

Next n_quad_count
If i < m Then
exp_T0_T1 = exp_T0_T1 + r_val(i)

' summation of all the short rates from i = 0 to m-1
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Else
exp_T1_T2 = exp_T1_T2 + r_val(i)

' summation of all the short rates from i = m up to n-1

End If
Next i
r_val_T1_sum = r_val_T1_sum + r_val(m)

' keep track of the value of r_val(m) = r(T1)

P_T0_T1_sum = P_T0_T1_sum + Exp(-dt * exp_T0_T1)

' summation of all the simulated P_T0_T1 bond prices

P_T0_T2_sum = P_T0_T2_sum + Exp(-dt * (exp_T0_T1 + exp_T1_T2))
P_T1_T2_sum = P_T1_T2_sum + Exp(-dt * exp_T1_T2)

' summation of all the simulated P_T0_T2 bond prices

' summation of all the simulated P_T1_T2 bond prices

Next j
' Calculate the expected bond prices and the expected short rate at T1
r_val_T1 = r_val_T1_sum / num_sims
P_T0_T1 = P_T0_T1_sum / num_sims
P_T0_T2 = P_T0_T2_sum / num_sims
P_T1_T2 = P_T1_T2_sum / num_sims

' expected value for all simulations, r(T1) = r(m)
' expected value for all simulations, bond maturing T1, viewed at T0
' expected value for all simulations, bond maturing T2, viewed at T0
' P_T0_T2 is not needed for the option price calculation
' expected value for all simulations, bond maturing T2, viewed at T1

' Calculate the call option price and create the output array
Output_array(0)
Output_array(1)
Output_array(2)
Output_array(3)
Output_array(4)

=
=
=
=
=

P_T0_T1 * Application.Max(P_T1_T2 - K, 0)
P_T0_T1
P_T0_T2
P_T1_T2
r_val_T1

Call_on_zero_bond_QUAD = Application.Transpose(Output_array)
End Function
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'

' discounted terminal value of call option
' note that P_T0_T1 and P_T1_T2 are already expected values

' create a column vector for output to XLS sheet

' Call_on_zero_bond_CIR(...)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------Implementation of the separable quadratic model bond price equations
See Jamshidian, Bond, futures and option evaluation in the quadratic interest
rate model, Applied Mathematical Finance, Vol. 3, 1996, pp. 93-115.
See in particular, Section 8, Pages 104 and 106
Note that alpha, beta and sigma are all assumed to be known constants
x0 is common for all xi
n_quad is the number of factors in the separable quadratic model
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Function P_QUAD(alpha, beta, sigma, n_quad, x0, t1, T2)
Dim gamma, tau, h_tau, B_t1_T2, small_B_t1_T2, small_C_t1_T2, x_t1, x_t1_sqrd
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gamma = (sigma ^ 2 + beta ^ 2) ^ 0.5
tau = T2 - t1
'
'
'
'
'

*****************************************************************************
Note that the Jamshidian equation for h_tau has "... + gamma + beta)" which is incorrect,
it should be "... + gamma - beta)"
Compare with James / Webber, Equation 9.68 which is Jamshidian's B_t1_T2 containing h_tau
*****************************************************************************

h_tau = 1 / ((gamma + beta) * Exp(2 * gamma * tau) + gamma - beta)
B_t1_T2 = h_tau * (Exp(2 * gamma * tau) - 1)
small_B_t1_T2 = alpha * h_tau * (Exp(gamma * tau) - 1) ^ 2 / gamma
small_C_t1_T2 = n_quad * (0.5
- 0.5 * Log(2
+ alpha ^ 2 /
(h_tau * (2 *
'
'
'
'

* ((alpha ^ 2 / gamma ^ 2) - (sigma ^ 2 / (gamma - beta))) * tau _
* gamma * h_tau) _
gamma ^ 3 / (gamma + beta) * _
beta * (gamma + beta) * Exp(gamma * tau) + sigma ^ 2 - beta ^ 2) - beta - gamma / 2))

Note that x_t1 and x_t1_sqaured are expected values, E[], used for the closed form bond price calculations
These are based on the E[] and VAR[] of the Vasicek short rate process given by Glasserman and others
E[x(t)^2] = (E[x(t)])^2 + VAR[x(t)] is used to determine x_t1_sqaured, based on x_t1
dxi(t) = ( alpha - beta*xi(t) )*dt + sigma*dW(t)

x_t1 = x0 * Exp(-beta * t1) + alpha / beta * (1 - Exp(-beta * t1))

' see Glasserman Page 110, bottom of page for E[x(t)]

x_t1_sqrd = (x_t1) ^ 2 + sigma ^ 2 / (2 * beta) * (1 - Exp(-2 * beta * t1))

' see Glasserman Page 111, top of page for VAR[x(t)]

P_QUAD = Exp(-n_quad * (0.5 * B_t1_T2 * x_t1_sqrd + small_B_t1_T2 * x_t1) - small_C_t1_T2)
End Function

' Jamshidian Page 104, Section 8

' P_QUAD(...)

6 Project Brief and Issued Literature
The attached pages contain the project brief, as issued, along with the referenced literature.
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*****************************************************************************
Note that the Jamshidian equation for h_tau has "... + gamma + beta)"
which is incorrect, it should be "... + gamma - beta)"
Compare with James / Webber, Equation 9.68 which is
Jamshidian's BT(t) containing h_tau
*****************************************************************************
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